1.

Supply Chain (logistique)

Technical mastery and technological expertise go hand in hand for your needs:
We are able to provide entire logistics chain from factory departure to final destination
thank to our know-how in transport and handling
-

All inclusive: More than simply a transport, TMC Couturier provides its customers with a
turnkey solution, our mission is to give you the information and resources you need.

3 dedicated logistic agents
5 trucks with hydraulic crane
More than 4800 interventions/year

2.

Warehousing (entreposage)

Multimodal base near of France waterway (Saone/Rhone/Mediterranean)
2 warehouse of more than 2400 square meter equipped with bridge crane available for you
storage.
-

All our facilities are closed and secure.

-

Our facilities enjoys a perfect geographical base thank to the proximity with Macon port.

4800 square meter warehouse
Less than 200 meter from the quay side
8 meter high under hook

3.

Handling (manutention)

Large and updated sock of equipment:
According to your conditions (area or machinery), our handling department provides its allinclusive know-how for your machine base installation.
-

Eager to do our best to satisfy users' requirements, since 2008, we have two lifting gantry
(1000 and 500t) in addition to our machinery park.

More than 150 interventions/year
More than 3000T installed
4.

Hoisting / Lifting (levage)

From small to oversize package, our team provide quality services:
Our handling department combined to our updated equipment will give satisfaction to your
needs.
-

Our design and technical department have the capability to manage every aspect of
projects, as well as anticipate constraints. We have various crane from 20t. to 300t. (more if
needed)

-

We can offer all port operations thank to our location near of the waterway

More than 500 operation/year
More than 300t capacity

5.

Conventional load Transport (transport au code)

Couturier group is also “Small convoy”
We are not only specialized in exceptional transport and can easily manage small transport.
According to you needs, our technicians will study your transport and propose the best solution.
Average of 5200 goods/year
More than 1.2 billion kilometer per year
More than 110 K tons per year
6.

Over size and heavy load (gros format)

The Couturier Group can organized all national and international special transport.
We manage alternative route, request and follow up of administrative authorizations.
Means of transport are chosen according to customer needs and countries regulations.
We are able to offer until 1200 tons capacity
Average of 50 convoy per year
More than 6000 tons per year
110 meter: biggest convoy

